
VISION
DuPont—Partnering with Customers to Provide Sustainable 
Materials Solutions for Advanced Interconnects
To address growing megatrends such as 5G connectivity and 
electric/autonomous vehicles, the printed circuit board industry must 
address issues such as reliable signal integrity and thermal management 
and do so with sustainable solutions. In this presentation, learn how 
DuPont is partnering with customers to provide critical interconnect 
solutions by leveraging its broad, growing and sustainable portfolio, 
deep material and applied science expertise.
Andy Kannurpatti, Global Business Director – DuPont ICS Films & 
Laminates

Confronting Our industry's Supply Chain Challenges
From everyday consumer products to critical national defense systems, 
printed circuit boards are the electronic foundation of our modern world. 
Over the past 20 years, PCB production has moved away from the United 
States at an alarming rate, and more must be done to level the playing 
�eld and balance the sources of PCBs.
Travis Kelly, President & CEO – Isola Group

Explore Isola’s New QTA Facility
[Isola bucked the trend by opening a new state-of-the-art Quick Turn 
Center in Chandler, AZ. The �rst in North America in years. Take a look at 
what this means for you.
 Jim Hartzell, VP of OEM Marketing – Isola Group

MATERIALS & SELECTION
OEMs’ Guide to Materials Selections
Material Decisions A�ect Performance, Price, and Producibility of Our 
Circuits. Our PCB/PCA products are used in so many industry sectors, with 
varied types of circuitry with so many di�erent manufacturing 
considerations. Never let someone unquali�ed make these decisions for 
your company. Make the right informed choice by looking at all 
perspectives.
Michael Creeden CID+  MIT , Insulectro Technical Director 

New Base Materials for 5G Telecommunications
5G telecommunications encompass a broad range of operating 
frequencies.  For high-band applications, new base materials are needed 
to support high-speed digital signal transmission, where requirements 
for Dk and Df exceed the today’s capability of conventional base 
materials.  These emerging requirements make every component of the 
base material critical – the resin system, �llers, �ame retardants, 
reinforcements, and copper foils.  Integrating these raw materials into 
products that meet signal integrity requirements while also meeting 
reliability, CAF resistance and processability needs will be addressed.
Ed Kelley,  CTO - Isola Group

You Need DuPont™ Interra™ More Than Ever!
Learn how DuPont’s Interra™ line of thin embedded capacitor materials 
can improve power distribution networks by lowering the overall 
impedance and allow design �exibility for component placements due to 
the reduced number of discrete capacitors required. 
John Andresakis, Technical Marketing and Business Development 
Leader, DuPont E&I

New O�erings in Metallization Chemistry
From high volume HDI to IC substrate technology, copper plating into blind 
via features enables a higher density of interconnects. However, one plating 
chemistry does not �t all applications. Learn how DuPont has developed a 
new suite of copper via-�lling products designed to �t the needs of 
customers.
Erik Reddington, Strategic Engagement Leader – DuPont Electronics & 
Imaging

BOOK LAUNCH: “The Printed Circuit Designer's Guide to High 
Performance Materials”
Choosing the right material for your application can be a major challenge. 
These are “cost to performance” decisions that need to be made to select 
material that will meet the expected performance requirements and the 
desired cost targets. Selecting a material that meets cost targets but fails to 
perform in prototype development testing results in costly revision spins, 
cost increases and delays to market. Isola joins the ranks of successful 
Michael Gay, Author & Director High Performance Products – Isola 
Group

Ormet® Z-Axis Interconnects for Dense Circuits
Ormet® Z-Axis Interconnect is a game changer. The need for HDI solutions 
has been around for some time using traditional methods to solve the 
challenges. This has created challenges to the fabrication process due to 
stresses of multiple lamination cycles, via and material stress. Along with 
plating challenges for high-aspect ratio vias on high layer count boards. 
Come learn how Ormet® sintering paste solves all these challenges 
Michael Creeden CID+  MIT , Insulectro Technical Director 

TECHNOLOGY
TLPS Paste Technology - Products & Applications
Ormet® pastes are becoming a popular way to form z-axis interconnects in 
PCB. The paste utilizes Transient Liquid Phase Sintering technology to 
achieve this. By changing some of the paste attributes, it has other 
applications. We will review the principles of the technology and present on 
other ways and products used in electronic builds.
Catherine Shearer, EMD Performance Materials & Chris Hunrath, VP of 
Technology - Insulectro

Where is the Energy that Our Circuits Produce?
Electro-Magnetic Theory - getting the best use from the best laminates 
from Isola & DuPont. In today’s high-speed and RF circuits, you are not 
routing interconnects, you are managing EM �elds and knowing where 
these �elds exists is paramount to Signal Integrity performance. You can 
use the best material, but you need to know how to get the best use from 
that material.
Michael Creeden CID+  MIT , Insulectro Technical Director

InduBond® Lamination, Registration, Automation
InduBond® X-PRESS lamination presses utilize a di�erent way of producing 
the heat required for lamination using standard pressing methods. The 
innovation of this technology is that it produces heat on the laminated 
material, and only the laminated material, of each layer of the press pack at 
the same time, at the same temperature level, without any thermal 

conduction.
Presented by Victor Lazáro Gallego, Technical Director and InduBond® 
inventor at Chemplate Materials, S.L.

Copper Foils for High Speed & Fine Line (mSAP) Designs
Copper foil in PCB builds is no longer simply a matter of thickness (oz/sqft). 
Today, there are many foil types available. More and more designs are 
calling out speci�c foil characteristics. In this chat we will be reviewing 
some of the many types available and help “connect the dots” between the 
spec’s and the foil needed to deliver the design attributes. 
Chris Hunrath, VP of Technology - Insulectro 

Computer on Wheels - Automotive Electri�cation
The evolution/revolution is automotive electri�cation has increased the 
demand for highly reliable laminates that will stand up to the thermal 
demands of the hostile environments found under the hood.
Steve Sekanina, Director HSD Products – Isola Group

High Temperature Lamination and Fusion Bonding
High temperature thermoplastic materials have found their way into PCB 
builds. They have some unique signal characteristics as well as applications 
in �exible circuit technology. In this chat we will discuss some of the 
material sets, lamination and other processing at the PCB fabricator.
Chris Hunrath, VP of Technology - Insulectro

PRINTED ELECTRONICS
Advancements in Ag/AgCl for Bio & E-Health
DuPont has expanded its portfolio of printable Ag/AgCl and carbon pastes 
for biomedical sensors, health patches, and test strips.  These new pastes 
show improved properties such as solvent resistance, better printability, 
�exibility/bendability, paste stability, and accurate/stable electrode 
performance.
HV Tran, DuPont MCM Technology

Polyimide Pastes for High Temperature Applications
To meet our customers’ needs for applications requiring electronic ink with 
high thermal/chemical resistance on �ex/rigid substrates, DuPont has 
developed direct printable polyimide dielectrics, resistors, and conductors.  
Learn about the technical features, product bene�ts, and potential 
applications of the new KA series.
HV Tran, DuPont MCM Technology

DESIGN EDUCATION
Success! Working with your Fabrication Supply Chain
With increasing challenges in our circuit requirements, the danger of 
delaying fabricator involvement can signi�cantly reduce reliability and 
producibility, resulting in lower yields and higher costs. When circuits are in 
development the circuit boards should not be considered a commodity 
rather, they require proactive co-engineering with your supply chain. This 
success can reduce costs & delays in: Material Recommendations, Stack-up 
Suggestions, HDI, RF, Flex, Rigid-Flex, SI & DFX. 
Michael Creeden CID+  MIT , Insulectro Technical Director

Power Chats are tightly packed presentations 
never exceeding 13.5 minutes!
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